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Models for operators with trivial residual space 
BRIAN W. McENNIS 
1. Introduction 
As part of their study of contractions [12], S Z . - N A G Y and F O J A § derive a func-
tional model for an arbitrary completely non-unitary contraction T, in terms of its 
characteristic function & T . Also, given an arbitrary purely contractive analytic 
operator-valued function 0(A): where Q> and are Hilbert spaces, they 
are able to construct a model for a completely non-unitary operator whose charac-
teristic function coincides with 0 . The Sz.-Nagy and Foias model provides, in fact, 
a model for the unitary dilation of the contraction, with the model for the contrac-
tion itself being obtained by a compression. 
In an extension of the dilation theory of Sz.-Nagy and Foia§, D A V I S [ 4 ] has 
constructed a unitary dilation of an arbitrary operator, with the dilation space 
being a Krein space, and the dilation preserving the indefinite inner product. In a 
subsequent paper, D A V I S and F O I A § [ 5 ] showed how the characteristic function of a 
noncontraction could be given a geometric interpretation on the dilation space 
analogous to that used by Sz.-Nagy and Foia§ in their modelling of contractions. 
Models have been developed for noncontractions ([1], [3], [8]), which are given 
in terms of their characteristic functions, but which are along the lines of the 
DE B R A N G E S — R O V N Y A K model for a contraction [6], providing no model for the 
dilation. In [10], a model theory is given which does model the dilation space and 
uses the geometric interpretation of the characteristic function, in a manner anal-
ogous to the theory of Sz.-Nagy and Foia§. As in [5], however, it is necessary in [10] 
to assume the boundedness of the characteristic function in order to be able to con-
struct this model. 
The boundedness of the characteristic function is used in [5] and [10] to en-
sure the boundedness of the Fourier representations, which map certain subspaces 
of the dilation space onto L2 spaces, and to ensure that the characteristic func-
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tion acts as a bounded operator between these spaces. In this paper, we adopt the 
approach that L2 spaces are not necessarily the natural ones to be used in modelling 
noncontractions, and design the function spaces to fit the operator and its charac-
teristic function. Under these circumstances, it is not necessary to assume 
the boundedness of the characteristic function. Although the model obtained is 
based on the Sz.-Nagy and Foia? model of a contraction, the function spaces in-
volved can be; defined from the' characteristic function in terms of reproducing 
kernels, and are similar to those considered by de Branges and Rovnyak. 
Let T be a bounded operator on a Hilbert space J f . Following [12], we write 
T£C.o if T*nh-*-0 for all When T has bounded characteristic function 
this condition is equivalent to a condition on the geometry of the dilation space, 
namely that the residual space be trivial (see [12], [9]). When the characteristic 
function is not bounded, the condition T€C>0 implies that the residual space is 
trivial, but it is possible for an operator not in C. 0 to have a trivial residual space. 
In this paper, we concentrate on operators with trivial residual space, as the 
•description of the function spaces needed for the model is simplest in this case. 
The model is also described in terms of an operator valued analytic function 0, 
for which we have assumed properties that guarantee that it is the characteristic 
function of an operator with trivial residual space. The properties assumed for 0 
are valid for the characteristic function of an arbitrary C. 0 operator; it is not known 
if only C. 0 operators have characteristic functions with these properties. 
2. The dilation 
In this section, we give a brief description of the D A V I S dilation of a bounded 
operator [4]. 
Using the selfadjoint functional calculus, we can define the operators 
JT = sgn (I—T*T), QT = \I-T*T\v\ 
JT* = sgn ( / - TT*), Qr. = | /—7T*|1 / 2 . 
We have (see [4]) 
JTQ\ = I - T* T, JT. Q\* = / - 7T*, 
TJj = Jt*T, TQt = T*JJ* - JfT*, T* QT* ~ QT7**. 
We equip the spaces 
3>T = and 3iT* = Jj*3V 
with the respective indefinite inner products 
[x,y] = (JTx,y) x,y£2)T 
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and 
[x, y] = (JT*x, y) x, y£2)T*, 
where ( . , .) denotes the inner product on . Then, with the topology inherited 
from 3V, 3JT and 3lT* become Krein spaces, with fundamental symmetries JT and 
J j* (see [2]). 
The Davis dilation of T is a bounded operator U, which acts on a Krein space 
J f ^ ^ f , with Hilbert space inner product ( . , . ) and indefinite inner product [ . , . ] 
linked by a fundamental symmetry J : 
(x, y) = [Jx, y], [x, y] = (Jx, y) for all y£JiT. 
U is boundedly invertible, and the following properties hold: 
(i) ( U n x , y ) = ( T n x , y ) for all x,y£3f; 
(ii) [[/*, Uy]=[x,y] for all x,y£X; 
(iii) Jx—x for all 
(iv) V {Un J f : - o o < n < = o } = j r . 
Consider the subspaces 
j2?= se* = (U*-T*)3V, se^ = use* = (I-UT*)^. 
(Here, and in the sequel, adjoints are assumed to be taken in the indefinite inner 
product [ . , . ] of J f . ) In the Davis dilation, S£ and S£"' are isomorphic to 2>T and 
3iT*, respectively, in the sense of both the Hilbert space and Krein space structures. 
There is an operator <p, mapping S£ onto 2>T, and preserving both the Hilbert space 
and indefinite inner products, such that 
(2.1) (p(U-T)h = QTh for every h^ffl. 
As in [12], it is more convenient to work with than with S£*. We consider 
an operator q>jf, mapping S£ ̂  onto 3>T*, such that U*q>^ preserves both the Hilbert 
space and indefinite inner products, and such that 
(p^I-UT^h = JT*QT*h for every h^tf. 
Because of property (ii) above, <p# also preserves the indefinite inner product. 
As in [12], jSfand SB* are each orthogonal to ¿f, with respect to both the Hil-
bert space and the indefinite inner product on J f . Consequently, S£^=USP* L U t f , 
where we are using " J _ " here, and in the sequel, to denote orthogonality with 
respect to the indefinite inner product. Also, both JSf and S£^ are wandering for U, 
i.e. Umsel_u»se and Um^ 1_U"Se^ for m ^ n (see [7]). 
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We define 
= y{U"3^:n s 0}, 
M+(<e) =\Z{Un£C:n ë 0}, 
In the Davis dilation, the spaces and M+(SC) are mutually orthogonal, in both 
the Hilbert space and indefinite inner products, and we have 
J f + = 
We also have .£?* ± , and thus 
(2.2) 
The residual space 01 is defined as the space of all vectors in which are 
orthogonal to M + (¿CJ in the indefinite inner product : 
m = 
T h e o r e m 2.1. If TeC.0, then âl={0}, i.e., M+(^)=JST+. 
P r o o f . See [9], Theorem 5.5. 
Let Q denote the orthogonal projection onto JSf; in the Davis dilation, this 
projection is selfadjoint in both inner products. For any k£M+(£C), the Fourier 
coefficients of k in M + (.£?) are defined by 
/„ = QU*"k, nèO. 
The vector k is uniquely determined by its sequence of Fourier coefficients in M+ (¿¡f). 
(See [7].) In the Davis dilation we have, for k$M+(JC), 
(2-3) ||*||2 = 2 \\<PU\2 a n d [k, k] = 2 WL, <PHL 
n=0 n=0 
The Fourier representation of k in M+ (J?) is the operator 4> mapping kÇ_M+ (JSf) 
to the function $k=u, where 
n=0 
and {/„} is the sequence of Fourier coefficients of k in M+ (SC). The function u 
takes its values in @>T and, because of (2.3), is defined in a neighborhood of zero 
which includes the open unit disc. 
Similarly, for any k€M+(JjfJ, the Fourier coefficients of k in M+ (SCJ are 
defined by 
l„ = PU*"k, nsO, 
where P is the orthogonal projection onto P is selfadjoint in the indefinite 
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inner product, and U* PU (the orthogonal projection onto J?*) is selfadjoint in 
both inner products. The structure of can be much more complicated 
than that described by (2.3) for M + ( £ ? ) ; this will be investigated in subsequent 
sections. In particular, it is possible to have a vector with the prop-
erty that [k,m]=0 for all (we then call M+ (i?+) degenerate); such 
a vector k has all of its Fourier coefficients in M+(SBJr) equal to zero. We will, how-
ever, be considering only the case where is nondegenerate, and then any 
vector in M + is uniquely determined by its Fourier coefficients. (See [7].) 
The Fourier representation of k in M+(£C^) is the operator mapping 
k£M+(£?J to the function (PJfk=v, where 
»(A) = 
n = 0 
and {A„} is the sequence of Fourier coefficients of k in M+ The function v 
takes its values in and is defined in some neighborhood of zero. 
Note that, when M + is nondegenerate, the Fourier representations $ and 
<Pt are injective, since the Fourier coefficients of a vector k in M+ (J£?) or in M+ (JS?+) 
uniquely determine k. 
3. The space H ( T ) 
Throughout this section we will be assuming that T has spectrum in the closed 
unit disc. By an application of the principle of uniform boundedness and the spectral 
radius formula, it follows that the results of this section apply to operators in C . 0 . 
Let us first condider the Kerin space H2(2iT) of functions analytic in the open 
unit disc, with values in S>r, and with square summable Taylor coefficients. If 
' "W = ¿MX and v(À)= n=0 n=0 
are two functions in H2(@T), then their indefinite and Hilbert space inner products 
are given by 
[u, v]= 2 [",.> vn\ and (M, v) = 2 ("a, vn). 
71 = 0 B = 0 
A fundamental symmetry J on H2{3iT) is given by the formula 
(Ju)(X) = JTu(X). 
The space H2(2lT*) can be defined in a similar manner. 
It follows immediately from (2.3) that the Fourier representation $ is a unitary 
operator from M + ( i ? ) onto E 2 (2 T ) , preserving both the indefinite and the Hilbert 
space inner products. 
10» 
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When T has bounded characteristic function, every k £ M + ( £ ? t ) has square 
summable Fourier coefficients in M + i & J [5], but for an arbitrary operator, this is 
not always the case. (See Example 3.1 below, which demonstrates this for a C. 0 
operator.) Consequently, the Fourier representation <PM does not necessarily have 
its range in the space H2{2>T,). We will use the notation H(T) to describe the range 
o f # t , i . e . , 
H(T) = <P+M+(J2?J. 
We will assume, for the remainder of this section, that 0t = {0}. We will de-
scribe H(T) for such an operator; by Theorem 2.1, we are including the case T£C,0. 
The assumption M= {0} is equivalent to M + ; since jflj. is nondegen-
erate, it follows that the Fourier representation is defined and injective on . 
Every has a unique representation of the form k=h + m, where 
and m£M+(£P); thus, since is injective, every function in H(T) has a unique 
representation of the form 
= ^ / z + ^ m , 
where and m£M+{£?). 
We can define a Krein space structure on H(T) by requiring that <t>¥ be unitary 
with respect to both inner products; we define, for k, kfZM+i&J, 
(3.1) < M ' ] = [*, * '] 
and 
(3.2) (*„* , W ) = (k , k'). 
H(T) is then a Krein -space, with a fundamental symmetry (also denoted by J ) 
given by 
M^k = <P*Jk. 
We begin our study of the structure of H(T) by considering first the subspace 
For h e t f , define a function Fh by 
(3.3) [Fh](2,)= ZknJT*Qr*T*nh = JT*Qr*(J-XT*)-xh. 
n=0 
If we apply [9], Corollary 8.2, to the our situation, in which á? = {0}, we obtain 
<j>Ji = Fh 
for all h ^ t f . Fh is not necessarily in H2^?*), since the sequence {Jt*Qt*T*"h}„ s 0 
need not be square summable, even for T £ C . 0 : 
E x a m p l e 3.1-. Let {ara}mSl be the sequence of positive numbers given by 
a2 = 1 — 1 /m2, and let Tm be an operator on a two dimensional Hilbert space j j f m , 
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given by the matrix 
= {a" n . 
10 0) 
Let be the Hilbert space of square summable sequences with 
for m s l , and define T on J? by Tx~ Since 1, for 
each m ^ 1, it is easily verified that both T and its adjoint are C>0 operators. 




y " m = l a""" oJ X m w h C n " > 0 
( o -
(1 lm) 
= I 0 J 
then we have, for every M> 0, 
o o M CO 
(3.4) ^ \\JT*QT*T*"X\\2 3= 2 m~\al+ 2 + = 
«=0 m=1 n=l 
M M = 2 >"-'(!-^J-'ii+«i)= 2 ( I + O — 
as A i — T h e r e f o r e , the sequence { / r « g r * r + " x } n a o is not square summable. It 
also follows, from the observation made earlier, that T does not have a bounded 
characteristic function. 
As in [12], [5], [9], and [10], the space <PirM+(SC) can be studied by introducing 
the characteristic function 0T of T, defined by 
(3.5) 0T(X) = [-TJt + Mt*Qt*(I-1T*)-1JtQt]\2>t. 
0T(X) is defined for those complex numbers X for which I—XT* is boundedly 
invertible, and takes values which are bounded operators from @!T to . Since 
the spectrum of T is in the closed unit disc, it follows that 0T(X) is defined for X 
in the open unit disc. We can write, for |A|<1, 
(3.6) 0T (A)=iA»0„, 
n=0 
where 
(3.7) 0O = — TJT 
and 
(3.8) 0tt = JT*QT*T*»-iJTQT 
for n & l . 
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The characteristic function 0T is purely contractive, i.e., if |A| < 1, then 
[0 r (A)a , 0T(A)a] < [a, a] for a£2>T, a ^ 0, 
and 
[0T(X)*b, 0T(A)*6] < [b, b] for b^ 0. 
As usual, we are using [ . , . ] to denote the indefinite inner products on 2$T and 
^ P , and 0 r(A)* denotes the adjoint of @r(A) with respect to these inner 
products. 
When TgC. 0 , we also have, in the strong operator topology, the telescoping 
series 
( 3 . 9 ) 2 ®NON = JTT*TJt+ 2 QTT"~1(I—TT*)T*''~1JTQT = 
n=0 11=1 
= T*T+QT(I- l im T"T*")JTQT = I. n—oo 
Suppose u£H2(@T), and consider the function 0Tu, defined for |A|<1 by 
[&Tu](k) — 0T().)u(A). If 0T is uniformly bounded on the open unit disc, then 
0Tu£H2(@T*) and the Fourier representation maps M+(3?lf) onto H2(DT*); if, 
in addition, = {0}, then we have, for m(E M+ (J§?), 
(3.10) 0T<Pm = 
(see [5]). 
• We have already noted that Example 3.1 gives an example of a C 0 operator 
whose characteristic function is not bounded. Indeed 0Tu$H2(@T*) for the oper-
ator T of Example 3.1 and for w(A) equal to the constant function whose range is 
the vector x of Example 3.1. We can still, nevertheless, generalise (3.10) to an arbi-
trary operator having Si = {0}: 
T h e o r e m 3.1. If 3$={0}, then <P^m = 0T$m for all 
P r o o f . Since the proof in [5] relies on 0T being a bounded operator into 
H2(3>T*), it can not be used here. The proof given here does not require that the 
dilation be the one constructed by Davis, but only that the operators q>: 
and <p :̂ , defined in Section 2 above, be bounded. 
Let us denote by P the projection onto which is selfadjoint with respect to 
the indefinite inner product, and, as usual, let denote orthogonality with 
respect to the indefinite inner product. 
Suppose h i t f , and let m=(U-T)h££P, so that (pm = QTh. Since 
and since we have 
m = (IU-T)h = -(I-UT*)Th + U(I-T*T)h^ + U3>e, 
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we can conclude that 
Pm = — (/— UT*) Th. : • 
Consequently, 
(3.11) <p*Pm = -JT*QT*Th = -TJTQTh = -TJT<pm 
for a set of vectors m which are dense in (3.11) extends by continuity to be valid 
for all m€ JSC. 
We also have, for all « > 0 and for m=(U —T)h (h^j^C), the telescoping 
series 
(3.12) U*"m = U*"(U—T)h = 
= — {/*"(/—UT*)Th-H 2 , 1 C / + N - 1 - ' : ( / - C / R * ) R * T ( / - R * R ) / J + C / R * " ( / - 7 , * R ) A . 
t=o 
Since JZ^ is wandering for U, and Uji? all except one of the terms in (3.12) 
are orthogonal to jSf̂  (in the indefinite inner product), and we can conclude that 
PU*"m = (I-UT*)T*"-\I-T*T)h. 
Consequently, 
(3.13) q>jfPU*"m = JT> QT*T*"~1(I—T*T)h = JT*QT*T*n-lJTQT<pm 
for all n > 0 and for a set of vectors m which are dense in i f . Again, (3.13) extends 
by continuity to be valid for all m6 i f . 
If we use the representation (3.6) of 0T(X), then (3.11) and (3.13) can be re-
written 
(3.14) (p„PU*"m = 0„<pm, 
for all and 
Now suppose / n 6 M + ( i f ) , and let {/„}„So be the sequence of Fourier coeffi-
cients of m in M + ( i f ) . Then we have, for each 
m- ¿Uklk£Un+1M+(&) 
k=0 
(see [7]), and thus , 
(3.15) U**m- jtu*"-klk£UM+(Se). 
k = 0 
We have (see (2.2)), and thus (3.15) and (3.14) imply that 
(3.16) cp,PU*«m = 2 <P*PU*n~k!k = 2 &n-k<plk• 
k-0 k = 0 
Since we are assuming that — {0}, the vector m is in M+ (¿¡CJ, and the left side 
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of (3.16) is the coefficient of A" in the Taylor expansion of <P^m. The right side of 
(3.16) is the coefficient of A" in thé Taylor expansion of 0T4>m. Therefore we have 
<P^m=0T<Pm, and the theorem is proved. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.3. If @={0}, then 0Tu£H(T) for all u£H*(3>T). 
4. Some properties of H(T) 
In this section, we derive some properties of H(T) that will be useful in con-
structing a model for T in terms of its characteristic function. As before, we will 
be assuming throughout this section that T has spectrum in the closed unit disc 
and that but some results will be proved only for C.0 operators. 
It follows from the results of the preceding section that, if ^ = { 0 } , then the 
range of the Fourier representation is of the form 
H(T) = FJT+ 0TH\@T). 
If a vector is written in the form k=h+m, with h^tf and m€Af+(jS?), 
then we have 
(4.1) 4>„k = Fh + 0Tu, 
where u=$m. The representation (4.1) of a function in H(T) is unique, since <2> 
and are injective. The inner products on H(T) have a simple formulation in 
terms of the representation (4.1): 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.1. If v = Fh + 0Tu and v' = Fh' + 0Tu' are two functions in 
H(T), then 
(4.2) [»,»'] = (A, AO+ [«,«'] 
and 
(4.3) <»,»0 = ( M 0 + (K,«0-
P r o o f . Let v=4>jfk and v'—Q^k', where k=h + m and k?=h'+m'. It fol-
lows immediately from (4.1) and the definitions of the inner products (3.1) and (3.2) 
on H(T) and on X (see [4]) that 
[v, v'] = [k, k'] = (A, A0 + [m, m'} = (A, h') + [u, u% 
since <t> is a unitary operator. The formula for (v, v') is proved similarly. 
It is important for a later application to note that uniqueness of the representa-
tion (4.1) in fact implies the condition M= {0}. 
T h e o r e m 4.2. Suppose T is an operator with spectrum in the closed unit disc. 
Define the. operator-valued functions F and 0T by (3.3) and (3.5), respectively. If 
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M ̂  {0}, then there exists a vector h£Jf and a function u£H2(@T), riot both zero, 
such that Fh + 0Tu=O. 
P r o o f . If then there is a nonzero vector kdSl, i.e., and 
k _L M+ ( i f j . We can write A: in the form k=h+w, where and meM+(SC), 
and we will take u= <Pm€H2(Z&T). Since k?±0, h and u are not both zero. If {/„}„£» 
is the sequence of Fourier coefficients of m in M+ (JZf), then we have, for the nth" 
coefficient in the Taylor series expansion of u, 
(4.4) u„ = <p/„. 
Since we can apply [9], Theorem 4.2, and assert the existence of a se-
quence {/i„}„so of vectors in JF such that 
(4.5) h0 = h, 
(4.6) Th„+1 = h„ for all n s 0, and 
(4.7) ln = (U—T)hnJrl for all n ^ 0. 
Combining (4.4) with (4.7) and (2.1) gives us 
(4.8) un = QThn+1 for all n s O . 
The nth coefficient vn in the Taylor series expansion of v=Fh + 0Tu can now 
be calculated. From the definitions of F and 0T we obtain 
vn = JT,0T.T*"h+ Z 0m«„_m = 
m=0 
= JT*QT*T*"h0-TJTQThn+1+ 2 JT*QT*T*m-\I-T*T)hn-m+1 m = 1 
by (4.5) and (4.8). The second term of the above line can be written as — Jf* QT*Thn+1, 
and iterating (4.6) gives us h„_m+1=Tmhn+1 ( l s m s « + 1 ) . Thus we have 
vn = JT*QT*{T*"Tn+1-T+ 2T*m~'i(T~T*T)Tm)hn+1 = 0, 
m=l 
since the series telescopes. Thus v=0, and the theorem is proved. 
We will denote by U the operator of multiplication by the independent variable 
on H(T) or H2(3>T): 
[U«](A) = ?.u{X) 
for u£H(T) or uiH"(S>T). It is obvious that H2(2>T) is invariant for U, and 
that U preserves both the Hilbert space and the indefinite inner products of H2(3>T). 
The adjoint U* of U, in both inner products of H2(3sT), is given by the formula 
(4.9) [U*W](2) = A - W - i K O ) ) . 
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H(T) is the range of the Fourier representation <P¥, and the inner products 
on H(T) were defined so as to make unitary. It follows easily from the definition 
of that 
•where U is the Davis dilation of T, and so H(T) is invariant for U. Since U is 
•bounded and preserves the indefinite inner product of J f , we can conclude that U 
is bounded and preserves the indefinite inner product of H(T). The formula (4.9) 
for the adjoint U* of U, in the indefinite inner product, is also valid in H(T), since 
U* acts as the backward shift on the Fourier coefficients of a vector in M + (SCJ. 
It is possible to give explicitly the action of U and U* on H(T) in terms of the rep-
resentation (4.1): 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.3. Suppose v£H(T), with v = Fh + 0Tu for some and 
u£H2(@T). Then 
<4.10) \Jv = FTh + 0T(QTh + Vu) 
and 
< 4 . 1 1 ) U * D = F{T*h + JTQTu(O)) + 0T(V*u). 
P r o o f . It follows immediately from (3.5) that 
0t(X)Qt = Jt*Qt*(I-XT*)-1(X-T) 
<cf. [12], p. 237). Therefore, if v=Fh + 0Tu, we have 
Xv(X) = UT*QT*(I-XT*)~1h + X0T(X)u(X) = 
= JT* QT*(I— XT^Th + 0T(X) QTh + X0T(X) u(X). 
Formula (4.10) follows. 
If v'.=Fh'+0Tu', for some and u'£H2(2lT), then, using (4.10) and 
Proposition 4.1, we have 
<4.12) [ U * I ; , v] = [v, XSv'\ = (h, Th') + [u, QTh' + Uu'] = 
= (T*h, h') + [u(0), QTh'] + [V*u, u']. 
Note that 
[«(0), QTh'} = (JTu(0), QTh') = (JTQTu(0), h'), 
so that (4.11) follows from (4.12) and Proposition 4.1. 
The fact that U preserves the indefinite inner product of H{T) can be verified 
directly by observing that (4.10) and (4.11) imply that U* U = / . 
The inner products (3.1) and (3.2) have been defined on the function space 
H(T) by making reference to the underlying Krein space JT. The indefinite inner 
product (3.1) can also be given, on a dense subset of H(T), directly in terms of the 
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functions involved. In this section, we will prove that, for v£H(T) and for u be-
longing to a dense subset of H(T), with 
oo oo 
M(A) = 2" ' - X and v(k) = 2 
n = 0 n = 0 
the indefinite inner product (3.1) is also given by 
oo <4.13) [w, v]x= 2[un,v„]. n = 0 
The formula (4.13) is identical to the one that applies in H2(3lT*~), but the Hilbert 
space structure on these two spaces can be quite different. 
The dense subset of H(T) on which (4.13) is valid includes the polynomials 
and a space of functions obtained from a reproducing kernel for the indefinite 
inner product. When T£Cm0, (4.13) is also valid for any functions u and v which 
are finite linear combinations of functions of the form VFh (h^J^f, n=0), and 
for any u and v of the form Fh + 0Tp, where and p is a polynomial in 
Example 5.9 of [9] shows that (4.13) can not be expected, in general, to provide 
the indefinite inner product on all of H(T). In this example, we have M={0}, but 
It is a consequence of Proposition 4.6 below that [Fh, Fh']I^(h, h') for 
some h, / j 'g^f , and thus (4.13) does not give the inner product on all of H(T). It 
is not known whether or not (4.13) is valid on all of H(T) when TZC,0. 
The space H{T) contains the constant functions with values in 3>T* (they are 
the functions of the form for m £ a n d hence contains all polynomials 
with values in 2>T*. The operator mapping a vector in Sjr* to the corresponding 
•constant function is continuous and preserves the indefinite inner product, because 
of the corresponding properties of the operator considered in Section 2. More-
over, the definition of M + and the wandering property of ^ imply that the 
polynomials are dense in H(T) and that the indefinite inner product of a polynomial 
with an arbitrary function in H(T) is given by the formula (4.13). These properties 
•of the polynomials can be verified directly in terms of the representation (4.1) of 
functions in H(T), given for polynomials in the following proposition. The operators 
0k in (4.15) are those given by (3.7) and (3.8), and their adjoints are taken in the 
indefinite inner product. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.4. If then the constant function with range a in H{T) 
.is of the form 
<4.14) a = F(QT*a) + Gj{-JTT*a). 
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We also have, for all wëO, 
(4.15) Va = F(TnQT*à) + 0T( % Vm0*n_ma). 
m=0 
If vÇ_H(T) and if p is a polynomial in H(T), then 
(4-16) [P,v] = lP,vh-
P r o o f . From the definitions of F and 0T we obtain 
{F(QT.a) + 0T(-JTT*a))(X) = 
= JT*QT*(I~XT*)-1QTta + TT*a-?JT*Qr*{I-XT*)-1T*QT*a = 
= J^Q^il-XT^il-XT^Q^a + T^a = a, 
since Jr. Q\,=I-TT*. Thus, (4.14) is proved, and (4.15) follows by iterating (4.10) 
and using the definitions (3.7) and (3.8) of 0k. 
For an arbitrary v=Fh + 0Tu£H(T) we have, from (4.15) and Proposi-
tion 4.1, 
(4.17) [M'a, v] = (T"QT,a, h) + % [0*n_ma, «„], 
m=0 
where um is the mth coefficient in the Taylor series expansion of u. Rewriting 
each of the terms on the right side of (4.17) in. the indefinite inner product of 
gives us 
[Va, v] = [a, JTtQTtT*"h + 2 &n-mum] = [a, vn], 
m=0 
where vn is the nth coefficient in the Taylor series expansion of v. Formula (4.16) 
then follows from the definition (4.13) of [ . , . ] r and the linearity of the inner 
product. 
Consider the function 
k(ji, X) = (1 - X f i ) - \ 
defined for X and p. in the open unit disc, and the associated family {A:M} of functions 
of a single variable, defined by 
k„(A) = k(p, X). 
For any aÇ@T and 1, the function k^a is in H2(3iT) and has the reproducing 
properties : 
(4.18) [«, M l = N / 0 . 
and 
(4.19) (u,k„a) = (u(ji),a) 
for every u£H2(2$T). The inner products on the left sides of (4.18) and (4.19) a r e 
the indefinite and Hilbert space inner products, respectively, of H2(@T), whereas 
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the inner products on the right sides are the respective inner products of Q>r. We 
say that k(fi, A) is a reproducing kernel for each of the inner products on H2(3>T). 
It is not obvious that the functions k^a (a£@T*, 1) are in H(T); we show 
in Theorem 4.5 that this is in fact the case. Moreover, k(/x, A) is a reproducing 
kernel for the indefinite inner product of H(T): 
(4.20) [v, k^a] = [ » ( / I ) , a] 
for every v£H(T), and for < 1. It is a consequence of (4.20) that the 
space of all finite linear combinations of functions of the form k^a |/*|<1) 
is dense in H(T). We also show in Theorem 4.5 that the inner product in H(T) on 
the left side of (4.20) coincides with the inner product [., .] j . 
In Section 5, we will find a reproducing kernel for the Hilbert space inner 
product of H(T), i.e., a kernel k' such that 
(v, k'^a) = (v(p), a) 
for every v£H(T), a(i!3T*; and for 
T h e o r e m 4.5. The function k(p, A) = (l— A/Z)-1 is a reproducing kernel for 
the indefinite inner product on H(T). If afS>T, and then we have 
(4.21) A:„a = F(I-pT)~1QT*a + 0 ^ 0 ^ ) * a. 
If u is a finite linear combination of functions of the form k^a, where a£@T* 
and then 
(4.22) [v,u] = [v,u]It 
for all v£H(T). 
P r o o f . From (3.5) we can derive the formula 
/— 0T(X)0T(fi)* = {\ -lfi)JT*QT*{I- ).T*)~l(I-pT)~XQT*, 
where A and p, are in the open unit disc, and the adjoint 0T(n)* is computed in the 
indefinite inner products of 2>T and 2>Tt (cf. [12], p. 238, and [8], Sec 4). Thus, for all 
we have 
(1 — A/Z)-1a = JT*QT*(I—lT*)~1(I—fiT)~1QT*a + 0T(X)(l—2.ii)~10T(p)*a, 
and thus (4.21) is verified. Since kll0T(p)*a£H2(@T), we have k^a<iH{T). 
If we take v=Fh+0Tu£H(T), then we obtain, using (4.21) and (4.2), 
[v, k^a] = (h, (I—JIT)~1Qr*a) + [u, k^Apfa] = 
= (QT.(I-ftr*r1h, a) + [u(n), 0T(fi)*a], 
using the reproducing property (4.18) in H2(S>T). Rewriting the inner products in 
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terms of the indefinite inner product of , we obtain 
[v, k„a] = [JT*QT,(I — ¡iT*)~1h+ ©T(fi)u(fi), a] = [vQi), a], 
proving the reproducing property (4.20) for H(T). 
Finally, we note that, if 
n = 0 
then 
[v, k^a], = £ [vn, fina] = 2 Ul"vn, a] = [v(n\ a] = [v, k„a]. 
n=0 n = 0 
Equation (4.22) then follows by linearity. 
Although the indefinite inner product is given by [. , .]v on the dense subsets 
of H(T) identified in Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.5, it does not necessarily apply 
on the whole space. As was noted above, it is possible to have 01= {0} with T$C> 0 ; 
the following proposition shows that, in such a case, the inner product is not given 
by [ . , on the subspace F^f of H{T). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.6. On the subspace FJ^C of H(T), the indefinite inner products 
[., .] and [., ,]r coincide if and only if T£C.0. 
P r o o f . Using (3.3) and (4.13), and the property JT,Q%*=I-TT*, we obtain 
(4.23) [Fh, Fk]r = 2 [JT* QT*T*"h, JT. QT*T*"k] = 
n = 0 
= 2 (Tn(I-TT*)T*"h, k) = (h, k)— lim (T*nh, T*nk) 
n=0 
whenever the limit exists. On the other hand, Proposition 4.1 gives [Fh, Fk]=(h, k) 
for the inner product on H(T). Thus, if 0 , the two inner products coincide. 
Conversely, if the inner products coincide, then, by putting k=h in (4.23), we 
obtain T*nh-+0 for every h^JP, i.e., T£C,0. 
If we restrict ourselves to functions of the form F/I + @tM, where hdJ^f and 
u is a polynomial with values in 2>T, then we can show that, for T£C.Q , the two 
indefinite inner products, given by (4.2) and (4.13), coincide. It follows immediately 
from the definition of H(T) that the linear manifold of such functions is dense 
in H(T). 
T h e o r e m 4.7. Suppose T£C-0. Then the indefinite inner products [.,.] and 
[., coincide on the dense linear manifold of H(T) consisting offunctions of the form 
Fh+0Tu, with hZ3f and u a polynomial with values in 
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P r o o f . Consider a function w of the form w=Fh + 0Tu, where И^Ж and 
и(Л) = ¿ Л " и „ 
n = 0 
for some N=0 and ( 0 = n = N ) . By the polarization identity, we can es-
tablish equality for the two inner products by showing that [w, w]s=[w, w], i.e., 
by showing that 
(4-24) [w, w): = ||А||Ч[и, и] = ||й||2 + J [и., и J . 
п = 0 
We have already shown, in Proposition 4.6, that (4.24) is valid when u=0. Thus, 
to establish (4.24) it suffices to show that, if and if u(X)=X"a and v(X)=)mb, 
for a,b£3>T and 0 ^ ш < и , then 
(4.25) [Fh, 0Tu]E = 0, 
(4.26) [0Tu, eTv\t = 0, 
and 
(4.27) [ 0 T u , 0Tu], = [a, a]. 
The definitions (3.3) and (3.5) of Fh and 0Г (Л) , together with the definition 
(4.13) of the inner product, give us 
[Fh, 0Tu]s = 2 [JT*QT*T*n+kh, 0ka] = 
k=о 
= —[JT*0T*T*nh, TJTa]+ 2 [Jr*QT*T*"+kh, J^Q^T^Jj-Qj-a] = ' 
k=l 
= -(JTQTT*n+1h, a)+ 2 (•TTQTTk~\I-TT*)T*n+kh, a) = 
k=1 
= - lim (T*n+k+1h, T*kJTQTa) = 0, 
J - » CO 
since This proves (4.25); to prove (4.26), note that we have, for т < и , 
[0Tu, 0Tvh = 2 l&k«, &k+»-mb] = k=0 
= — [TJTa, JTtQT*T*n-m~1JTQTb] + 
+ 2[JT*QT*T*k-1JTQTa,JT*QTtT*k+n-m-1JTQTb] = k*= 1 
k=l 
= - ]im(T*kJTQra, T*k+n~mJTQTb) = 0. k-* oo 
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The remaining identity (4.27) follows immediately from (3.9). 
C o r o l l a r y 4.8. Suppose 7"£C>0. Then the indefinite inner products [.,.] and 
[coincide on the dense linear manifold of H(T) consisting of finite linear com-
binations offunctions of the form VFh, where and n^O. 
P r o o f . We can obtain from (4.10) the formula 
(4.28) VFh = FT"h + 0T VkQTTn-k-1h, k=0 
showing that Theorem 4.7 applies to functions in the manifold consisting of all 
linear combinations of functions of the form VFh. The fact that this manifold is 
dense in H(T) can easily be proved by noting that only the zero function in H(T) 
can be orthogonal to all functions of the form (4.28). 
5. Reproducing kernels 
We assume, as in previous sections, that T is an operator with spectrum in the 
closed unit disc and with trivial residual space. In Section 3, we represented the 
range of the Fourier representation in the form 
H(T) = FJ/?+ 0TH2(@T), 
and the operator T was used explicitly in the construction of this space. By con-
trast, when the characteristic function is bounded, we have H(T)=H2(@Tt) ([12], [5]), 
and thus a knowledge of only the space 3!T„ suffices to construct H(T). In this sec-
tion, we show how H(T) can be described in terms of the characteristic function 0T, 
without explicit reference to T, and use this in the following sections to obtain a 
functional model in terms of 0T. 
The space ©TH2(3JT) already has a description in terms of 0T alone, since 
a knowledge of the domain space of 0T, is all that is required to describe the 
space H2{3>T). However, the description of in terms of 0T is not so imme-
diate. 
By Theorem 4.5, the space H(T) contains all functions of the form Ic^a, where 
[fc„fl](A) = k(p, X)a = (1 -Xji^a, a£®Tt, ^ < 1, 
and k(p, X) is a reproducing kernel for the indefinite inner product of H(T). If we 
consider the orthogonal projection of k^a onto / \? f , we should obtain a reproducing 
kernel for the indefinite inner product of In Theorem 5.1 below, we show that 
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the kernel so obtained is 
(5-1) KQi, A) = (1 -Xfi)-1{r-0T(X)0t(jir). 
We prove the following reproducing property: if 
(5.2) [Ktla\(X) = K(n,X)a 
for a€3>T* and | / i |< l , then KpaZFJi? and . . . 
(5.3) [Fh, K,a] = [(Fh)(fi), a] 
for all h i t f . 
We also show in Theorem 5.1 that the function 
(5.4) K(p, A) = K(p, X)JT* 
is a reproducing kernel for the Hilbert space inner product on if 
(5.5) [K'^a\(X) = K'(li,X)a 
for aZ^T* and |jt|<=l, then K^aeFJiT and 
(Fh,K'fla) = ([Fh](p),a) 
for all hZJff. Note that the indefinite and Hilbert space inner products coincide 
on FJif; the only reason that separate kernels are needed for the two inner products 
is that they don't coincide on . 
T h e o r e m 5.1. The subspace of H(T) is the closed linear span of functions 
of the form K^a (defined by (5.2)), where and |/i| < 1 . The functions K(fi,X) 
and K'(ji, A), defined by (5.1) and (5.4), are reproducing kernels for the indefinite 
and the Hilbert space inner products, respectively, on F t f f . 
P r o o f . From the representation of the function k^a given by (4.21), we obtain 
[F(I-jiT)-1QT<a](X) = (1 —Xfi)~1(I—0T(X)0T(n)*)a = [A), a] (A), 
showing that the functions K„a are in F^C. By Proposition 4.1, the inner products 
on F t f are given by 
[Fh, Fh'] = (Fh, Fh') = (h, h'), 
for all h, h'^Jif. For the functions given by (5.2) and (5.5), we therefore have, for 
all 
[Fh, K,a] = (h, (I—jiT)'1 QT*a) = [J^QMI-fiT^h, a] = [(Fh)(p), a] 
and 
(Fh, K'„a) = (ft, (I—jiT)'1 QT*JT*a) = (JT,QTt([-nT*)~lh, a) = ([Fh](n), a). 
it 
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Therefore, K(ji,X) and K'(fi, A) are reproducing kernels for the two inner 
products. Since the indefinite inner product of is nondegenerate, (5.3) also 
shows that only the zero function Fh is orthogonal to every function K^a, with 
a ^ T * and and thus the space of linear combinations of such functions 
is dense in F t f . 
The inner products on 0TH2(S>T) can also be given in terms of reproducing 
kernels. Recall that 0 r ( /O* denotes the adjoint of 0 r ( / O with respect to the in-
definite inner products on and . We will denote by 0 r ( / i ) ( + ) the adjoint of 
0 T ( f i ) with respect to the Hilbert space inner products on 3>T and 3>T,. 
T h e o r e m 5.2. The function 
L(n,X) = ( i - A / i ) - 1 0 r (A) e r G 0 * 
is reproducing for the indefinite inner product, and the function 
L'(n, A) = (1 — A/i) _ 10 r(A)0T(^) (* ) ' 
is reproducing for the Hilbert space inner product on 0TH2(@>T). 
P r o o f . If L^a and L'^a are defined for a^S>T* and | / / |<1 by [LJ ia](A)=L(^, A)a 
and [Z^a\(A) = L'(n,X)a, then, clearly, L^a£0TH*{3>T) and L ' ^ a ^ y H 2 ^ ) . 
For every u£H2(&)T) we have, using (4.2) for the indefinite inner product on 
0TH2(S>T), and the reproducing property (4.18) of k(p, A) on H2(@T), 
[0Tu, L^a] = [a, k:„eT0i)*a] = [u(n), 0T(p.fa] = [0T(p)u(fi), a], 
proving the reproducing property for the indefinite inner product. Similarly, 
( 0 r i / , X > ) = (0T(p)u(fi), a), 
proving the reproducing property for the Hilbert space inner product. 
Note that the reproducing kernel k(p, A) for the indefinite inner product of 
H(T) can be obtained as the sum of K(n,X) and L(fi, A). We can obtain a re-
producing kernel for the Hilbert space inner product of H(T) by considering 
(5.6) k'(n, A) = K'(n, X) + L'(fi, A). 
T h e o r e m 5.3. The function k'(p, ?.), defined by (5.6), is a reproducing kernel 
for the Hilbert space inner product of H(T). 
P r o o f . This follows immediately from Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, and the fact that 
the spaces FJi? and 0TH2(3>T) are orthogonal complements in the Hilbert space 
inner product of H(T). 
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6. The space H ( T ) 
In the preceding sections, the space H(T) was described for an arbitrary oper-
ator with trivial residual space. In this section, we obtain a description of a space 
H(0), for an operator valued analytic function 0. The function 0 will be aissumed 
to satisfy conditions that are known to be valid for the characteristic function of a 
C>0 operator. These assumptions will be.sufficient to guarantee that 0 is the charac-
teristic function of a completely non-unitary operator T with trivial residual space» 
and we will then have H(0)=H(T). . . . 
Throughout this section, we suppose that 0 is an operator valued analytic 
function, defined on the open unit disc, and taking values that are operators from a 
Krein space Si to a Kreiri space S)^. For |A| < 1 we can write 
(6.1) 0 ( A ) = ¿ A ' ' 0 B , n = 0 .'i 
where, for each » ^ 0 , 0„ is a bounded operator from *2) to 
We assume that 0 is fundamentally reducible, i.e., that there are fundamental 
symmetries on Q> and 3>n commuting with 0(0)* 0 ( 0 ) and 0(0)0(0)* , respec-
tively (see [8]). We also assume that 0 is purely contractive, i.e. if |A|<1, then 
[0(A)a, 0(A)a] < [a, a] for a ^ 0, 
and 
[0(A)*b, 0(A)*6] < [b, b] for b ^ 0. 
As usual, we are using [ . , . ] to denote the indefinite inner products on S> and 3)^, 
and 0(A)* denotes the adjoint of 0(A) with respect to these inner products. 
It follows from the above hypotheses that 0 is the characteristic function of 
a uniquely determined completely non-unitary operator T and, conversely, the 
characteristic function of any completely non-unitary operator satisfies these hypoth-
eses (see [8], [1]). Since 0 is analytic in the open unit disc, it also follows from [1] 
that T has spectrum in the closed unit disc. We will also be assuming that 0 satisfies 
the additional condition 
(6.2) 2 &*„&„ = I, 
n = 0 
in the strong operator topology, where the operators 0„ are given by (6.1). It was 
shown previously, in (3.9), that 0 satisfies (6.2) if it is the characteristic function 
of a C.o operator. It is not known if T is necessarily in C.0 when 0 satis-
fies (6.2). 
In this paper, we will be constructing a different functional model for T than 
that given by B A L L in [ 1 ] , but we will be appealing to Ball's model to be able to assert 
that 0 = 0T for some completely non-unitary operator T acting on a Hilbert space 
i i * 
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The assumption (6.2) on 0 implies the condition of trivial residual space for 
T, which we considered earlier. The proof of this, in Theorem 6.1 below, closely 
resembles the proof, in [9], Theorems 4.2 and 5.5, of the fact that 0t={0} for a C . 0 
operator. 
We use the same notation below as we have used previously. In particular, F 
is the function given by (3.3). 
T h e o r e m 6.1. Suppose 0 is a fundamentally reducible, purely contractive ana-
lytic function, satisfying the condition (6.2), and let T be the completely non-unitary 
operator such that 0 = 0T. If Fh + 0Tu=O for some h£3V and u£H2(@), then 
h=0 and M=0. T has trivial residual space: St = {0}. 
P r o o f . By Theorem 4.2, it suffices to prove the first par t : if Fh + 0Tu=O for 
h^S/e and u£H2($T), then h=0 and H=0. 
If we assume that Fh + 0Tu=0, then we obtain, from the nth coefficient in 
the Taylor series expansion of Fh + 0Tu, 
(6.3) JT*QTtT*°h+ J 0kun.k = 0, 
fc=0 
where 
u(X) = J A V 
*=o 
Define a sequence {Ai„}„so in JC by 
hn = T*"h+ 2 T ^ J t Q t U ^ , 
k = 1 
for «SO. Then we have 
(6.4) h0 = h, 
and, for each n s O , 
hn-Thn+1 = (I— TT*)T*"h — TJTQtU„+ 2 (I-TT*)T*K~LJTQTun-k = 
k=1 
= QT*[JT*QT*T*'h-TJTu.+2 JT.QT.T*k-1JTQTua-k] = 
k=l 
= QAjT*QT*T*'H+ 2 0ku„-k] = 0 
fc=0 
by (6.3). Thus, for all « È 0 , we have 
(6.5) Thn+1 = hn, 
and by induction we obtain, for O^n^N, 
(6.6) TN-hn = hn. 
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We also have, for all ngO, 
(6.7) hn+1 = T*»+1h+ "¿V'-V^r",,«-* = 
*=i 
= T*n+1h+ i T*xjTQTu„-k = T*hn + JTQTun. *=0 
Thus, using (6.7) and (6.5), we get 
JTQTun = h„+1 — T* h„ = (I-T*T)hn+1 = JTQT(QThn+1). 
Since JTQT is injective on 2>T, it follows that 
(6.8) un = QThn+1 
for all M S 0. 
Since we can write for the indefinite inner product (using (6.8)) 
~ N-L 
[u, u] = 2 [ « » . = J™ 2 [QTK+I, QTK+I] = 
11=0 n=0 
= lim i [QTh„, Qrh„) = lim J [QTT«-hH, QTT»-hK], N-"» B = 1 
by (6.6). Thus we obtain the telescoping series 
(6.9) [u, u) = lim 2 (T*N-"(I-T*T)TN~"hN, hN) = 
= lim (\\hNr-\\TNhN\\2) = lim H M M l M 2 , N~ CO N-»-OO 
by (6.6) again. It follows, from the existence of the limit in (6.9), that the sequence 
{/?„}„ ̂ o must be bounded. 
The condition (6.2) on 0 is equivalent to 
lim QTTnT*nJTQT = 0, 
in the strong operator topology (cf. (3.9)). Therefore, for every we have 
\\T*"QTk\\2 = (QTTnT*nJTQT(JTk), *) 0 as n 
Using the boundedness of the sequence {/i„}„eo and property (6.6), we can con-
clude that 
(k,QThn) = (QTk,TN-hfl) = (T*N-'QTk,hN)-»0 as N 
Consequently, QThn=0 for each n^O; by (6.8) and (6.4), this implies that « = 0 
and that QTh=0. 
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From (6.4) and (6.6) we can also conclude that, for each and n s O , 
(k,QTTnh) = (k,QTTn+NhN) = (T*n+NQTk,hN)-0 as N 
and thus 
(6.10) QTT"h = 0 for all n g O . 
Since u=0, we have Fh=0, and this implies that 
(6.11) QT*T*nh = 0 for all n s 0. 
We complete the proof by showing that the two conditions (6.10) and (6.11) 
together imply that h=0. The subspace of all vectors hdJF satisfying (6.10) 
and (6.11) is invariant for T\ this follows from the relations QT*TII = TQTII and 
QT,T*nTh = QT*T*"-\T*Th) = Q^T*"'1}! (n s 1) 
when QTh=0. By symmetry, ^ is invariant for T* as well. The relations QTh = 0 
and QT*h=0 imply that reduces T to a unitary operator; since T is assumed 
to be completely non-unitary, we have ^ f 0 = {0}. 
The space Fstf will be modelled by following the representation given in Theo-
rem 5.1. We define, as before, 
K{JI, 1) = (1 -XJX)-L{I-Q{).)E{NF) 
and 
K„(X) = KQi, X). 
Consider the space H , of all finite linear combinations of functions of the form Kßa, 
where and We impose on H0 an inner product [ . , . ] by means of 
the formula (5.3): 
[u, Kßa] = [u(fi), a], 
for all H^H,, and for all a and | / i | < l . Part of the proof of Theorem 1 of [8] 
shows that this inner product is positive definite. If H denotes the completion of 
the space Ho to a Hilbert space, then standard reproducing kernel arguments can 
be used to show that H can be identified with a space of functions analytic in the 
open unit disc. Since <ffl={0}, Theorem 5.1 shows that H=FJf. 
We define the space H(Q) as 
H(0) = H + 0H\®). 
Since H can be identified with FJP, Theorem 6.1 implies that every function in 
H(0) has a unique representation in the form h+0u, with /igH and u£H*(ß). 
Suppose v=h+0u and v'=h'+0u' are two functions in H(0); we can define 
indefinite and Hilbert space inner products on H{0) by 
(6.12) [«, v] — (h, h') + [u, «'] 
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and 
(6.13) (v,v') = (h, h') + (u, u'). 
The first of the inner products on the right sides of (6.12) and (6.13) is the inner 
product on the Hilbert space H ; the second of the inner products is the indefinite 
inner product (in (6.12)) and the Hilbert space inner product (in (6.13)) on H2(Qi). 
With these inner products, /7 (0) is a Krein space, with fundamental symmetry J 
given by 
J(h + 0u) = h + 0(Ju) ( / i€H, U£H2(3))). 
A comparison of the constructions of the spaces H(0) and H(T) shows that 
H(0)—H(T). 
Note that we have constructed H(0) in terms of 0 alone; we needed to use 
the fact that 0 = 0T for some operator T only to prove some properties of /7(0) 
from the assumptions on 0 . It would be more desirable to be able to construct the 
space /7 (0) without any reference to the underlying operator; the stumbling block 
is finding a direct product of the uniqueness of the representation h + 0u for h£H 
and u€H2(3>). 
7. Functional model for an operator 
In the first part of this section, we assume that T is an operator with spectrum 
in the closed unit disc and with trivial residual space. Such an operator is auto-
matically completely non-unitary, since a subspace of J f which reduces T to a unitary 
operator is in the residual space (see [9], Theorem 3.1). We present here a model 
for this operator, based on the function space H(T) constructed earlier. We will 
finish the section by presenting a model in terms of an operator valued analytic 
function 0 . 
Let K+=H(T), and let U denote multiplication by the independent variable, 
as in Section 4. Then the Fourier representation is a unitary map from 
onto K+, preserving both the indefinite and the Hilbert space inner products. The 
subspace J f of J f + is identified with the subspace H of K + , defined as the ortho-
gonal complement of 0TH2(3>T) in K + : 
(7.1) H = K + n [ 0 r / 7 2 ( 0 r ) p . 
The representation of H(T) in the form Fjf + 0TH2(9T), and the forms (4.2) 
and (4.3) of the inner products on H(T), show that either of the two inner products 
could be used for the orthogonal complement in (7.1), and that maps J f 
onto H. 
If we define U+ = U\ J f + , then we have 
T* = Ul\3f 
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(cf. [12]). It follows immediately that, if we define 
T* = U*|H, 
then we have 
4>*Th = T<P*h 
for all h i t f . 
The following theorem summarizes the main properties of the model, which 
is based on the Sz.-Nagy and Foias model (see [12] and [10]) of an operator. We 
present a model only for the part of the dilation on JT+ ; the remainder of the space 
could be modelled very simply by including functions of the form 
v(X) = 2 
N= — OO 
with square summable coefficients v^Z&j*, but notational convenience would be 
sacrificed. 
We use the function space H ( T ) in place of the space H2(QiT*) of the Sz.-Nagy 
and Foias model. The model is simplified by the fact that we are working with 
operators for which &t= {0}. 
T h e o r e m 7.1. The Fourier representation of M+ ( i f j is a unitary operator 
from onto K+, preserving both the indefinite and the Hilbert space inner 
products. If U is the Davis dilation of T, restricted to the subspace then 
The subspace № of is mapped by <P onto the subspace H o / K + , defined by 
(7.1), and the indefinite and Hilbert space inner products coincide on H. IfT is the oper-
ator on H whose adjoint is defined by 
T *u = U * M , 
for u€H, then we have, for all h ^ , <^77z=T<i>+/i. 
When the characteristic function 0T is uniformly bounded on the open unit 
disc, the space H2(@T*) can be used as the range of [5]. In that case is bounded, 
with bounded inverse, but does not preserve the Hilbert space inner products. 
Since the shift on H 2 ( S r . ) is an isometry, in the Hilbert space inner product, the 
analogue of Theorem 7.1 gives the result that, when 0T is bounded, U is similar 
to a unitary operator on a Hilbert space ([11], and [9], Theorem 7.2). 
When ff(T) is used as the range of Theorem 7.1 above shows that the 
Hilbert space inner product is preserved by We lose, however, the property 
that the shift is an isometry in the Hilbert space inner product: the operator U 
on H(T) is a shift in the Kreins space sense, preserving the indefinite inner product, 
but not necessarily the Hilbert space inner product. Indeed, U need not be power 
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bounded when T€C> 0 , and hence need not be similar to a unitary operator on a 
Hilbert space. 
E x a m p l e 7.2. Let T be the adjoint of the operator defined in Example 3.1, so 
that 7'€C.o. Suppose u=Fx£H(T), for the vector x£Jif used in Example 3 .L 
Then, by (4.28), we have 
[ U " M ] ( A ) = Xnu{X) = [FTnx]{l) + 0T(X) X-k-1QTTkx 
k=0 
and thus 
( 7 . 2 ) | | U " U | | 2 = | | R » * | | 2 + 2 \\QrTkx\f. 
*=o 
i 
Since we are working with the adjoint of the operator in Example 3.1, (3.4) 
shows that the sequence { J t Q t T * x } ^ ^ is not square summable. Since J T is unitary* 
the sequence {QTTkx}kS0 is not square summable, and so, by (7.2), U is not power 
bounded. 
We finish the section by assuming that 0{X): ^ is a fundamentally 
reducible, purely contractive analytic function, which satisfies condition (6.2), W e 
present here a model for an operator having 0 as its characteristic function, based 
on the function space H{0) constructed in the preceding section. We know, from' 
the previous section, that 0 is the characteristic function of a unique completely 
non-unitary operator T, acting on a Hilbert space j f , with spectrum in the closed 
unit disc, and with trivial residual space. Thus, we can describe the model directly* 
using the above results and the fact that H(T)=H(0). Note that the space H , 
defined by (7.1), is the same as the space H defined in Section 6. 
T h e o r e m 7.3. Suppose 0(X): is a fundamentally reducible, purely con-
tractive analytic function, which satisfies condition (6.2), Define K+=H(0), and 
H = K + O[0iT 2 (S>)P , 
where the orthogonal complement is taken in either of the two inner products of H(Q). 
Then H is a Hilbert space, and the operator T on H, defined by 
T *u = U * W , 
for u£ H, has characteristic function which coincides with 0. 
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